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Guidance on Applying for Humanitarian Parole
Last Revised: 1 September 2021; to be updated as new information becomes available

Created by Jill Goldenziel, J.D./Ph.D. (in personal capacity), with assistance from #AfghanAllies
http://www.afghanallies.org

Purpose:

This document provides guidance for people applying for Humanitarian Parole (HP) and those
who seek to assist or sponsor them. It will focus on Afghans applying for HP on the basis of
protection from targeted or individualized harm. Those seeking HP for other reasons are
encouraged to consult the resources linked below.

What is Humanitarian Parole?

Humanitarian Parole (HP) allows individuals to enter the U.S. temporarily for humanitarian
reasons or significant public benefit. HP is only given in exceptional circumstances, to people
who have no other legal option to enter the U.S. Typically, about 25% of HP applications are
successful. However, the Secretary of Homeland Security opened 50,000 additional HP slots for
Afghans in late August 2021.

● People outside the U.S., or a preparer in the U.S. acting on their behalf, can apply for
HP.

● Each individual must file an application, even if they are part of a larger family group.
● Applicants to other entry or visa programs (SIV, P1/P2, etc.) may apply for humanitarian

parole.
● Decisions about HP are made on a case-by-case basis through the United States

Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS). Unlike other visa applications, a HP
denial cannot be appealed, so it is important to ensure the application is complete and
thorough.

● People who receive HP (parolees) will be allowed to stay in the U.S. for the duration of
the time it takes to achieve the purpose of their parole, typically 1-2 years. Parolees must
leave the U.S., extend their parole, or obtain regular immigration status before their
parole expires.

● Parole does not confer immigration status and does not provide a path to permanent
residency or permanent immigration status. However, a parolee may be able to obtain
permanent immigration status in the U.S. by other means. For example, after parolees
enter the U.S., they may apply for asylum or otherwise apply for permanent status if they
are eligible to do so.

● Parolees may not receive public assistance while in the U.S.
● Applicants for HP must have an individual, group of individuals, or organization to serve

as a sponsor, or may self-sponsor. Sponsors do not actually need to financially support

http://www.afghanallies.org
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the parolees; they must just show that they have the means to do so if it becomes
necessary during the parole period.

Terminology

● Beneficiary: an individual, residing outside the U.S., who receives or is intended to
receive the parole benefit

● Petitioner: the individual or entity who completes form I-131, applying for parole on
behalf of the beneficiary. A “self-petitioner” is a beneficiary who applies for themselves. A
“preparer” is a person in the U.S., other than the beneficiary, who files the form on the
beneficiary’s behalf.

● Sponsor: an individual who files Form I-134 in support of a beneficiary’s application and
agrees to provide financial support, if it becomes necessary, for the beneficiary during
parole.

● Parolee: An individual who has been authorized parole and came to the U.S. under the
parole authorization.

How to Apply for Humanitarian Parole

The application requires two forms, an I-131 and an I-134, along with a $590 fee per
beneficiary.

Required Forms:

● The Petitioner must complete Form I-131, Application for Travel Document, with a filing
fee of $590 USD

○ *Write “Afghanistan Humanitarian Parole” on the mailing envelope
○ Include a cover sheet on brightly colored paper with the words “Afghan

Humanitarian Parole, Expedite Requested.” A sample is here.
○ Type or print the word “EXPEDITE” in the top right corner of Form I-131 in black

ink. Provide a contact email and fax number (if available).
○ An example cover letter is here.
○ The form must have a wet ink signature. Scanned is fine.No electronic

signatures.
○ Enclose a copy of the beneficiary’s passport and two identical passport-style

photos taken within 30 days of the filing of form I-131, or follow the digital
paragraph photo instructions on form I-131.

■ If the beneficiary does not have a valid Afghan passport, include a copy of
a tazkera or available identification information and proof of citizenship,
and an explanation of why they do not have an Afghan passport. If
outside Afghanistan, the parole beneficiary should present available
identity documentation to the U.S. embassy during consular processing or
to U.S. government officials if asked to report to the Kabul airport.

https://www.uscis.gov/i-131
https://adeprogress.org/resources/afghanistan-humanitarian-parole/
https://adeprogress.org/resources/afghanistan-humanitarian-parole/
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■ If the identity document is not in English, include a word-for-word English
translation, with translation certificate. The translation can be done by the
sponsor/petitioner as long as they are competent to translate from the
native language to English; it does not need to be notarized but must be
signed. An example translation certificate is in Appendix A.

■ If a passport is unavailable, try to include a copy of an official photo ID
showing the beneficiary’s photo, name, and date of birth; and a
government-issued document that establishes the beneficiary’s
citizenship.

■ If passport photos are unavailable, the beneficiary should take a photo
against a white/neutral background, with a neutral expression, and crop it
at home using an online service.

■ If the beneficiary has no address, write “displaced due to Taliban” in the
address section.

○ Submit a separate Form I-131 for each person (including children) and a
separate filing fee of $590 for each person.

■ To pay by check or money order: payable to “US Department of
Homeland Security”

■ To pay by credit card: use Form G-1450.
■ Fee Exception: There is no fee for beneficiaries who filed USCIS Form

I-485 on or after July 30, 2007, and before October 2, 2020, and paid the
Form I-485 fee, or for beneficiaries who are applicants for Special
Immigrant Status based on an approved Form I-360 as an Afghan or Iraqi
Interpreter, or Iraqi National employed by or on behalf of the U.S.
Government or Afghan National employed by the U.S. Government or the
International Security Assistance Forces (“ISAF”). If the petitioner is
submitting the application without a fee due to these exemptions, make
sure this status is clear on the application form.

■ Note: As of the date of this writing, some organizations are lobbying for
the $590 fee to be waived for Afghans. Please check the USCIS website
for any changes. Some organizations are also fundraising to cover the
fees.

■ The petitioner can apply for a Fee Waiver by filing form I-912, Request for
Fee Waiver. See details below. Fee waiver requests may slow
processing.

● The beneficiary’s sponsor must complete Form I-134, Affidavit of Support
○ A sponsor in the United States must complete this form to prove that the

beneficiary will not become a financial burden on the United States during the
parole period.

○ An individual, group of individuals, or an organization may sponsor a beneficiary.
A beneficiary may also self-sponsor.

○ The sponsor must provide evidence that they have enough income, savings, and
assets to support the individual(s) applying for Humanitarian Parole. The sponsor

https://www.uscis.gov/g-1450
https://www.uscis.gov/i-912
https://www.uscis.gov/i-912
https://www.uscis.gov/i-134
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does not necessarily need to financially support the beneficiary -- only to
guarantee that the individuals will have support if they need it.

○ An I-134 is required for each person being sponsored. If several family members
are being sponsored, copies of the same I-134 can be used.

○ The form must have an original (wet ink) signature or a scanned wet signature.
No electronic signatures.

○ The sponsor must provide a copy of their passport or official ID and evidence of
their USC or US immigration status (ex. copy of birth certificate, LPR card).

○ To determine whether a sponsor has enough income, savings, and assets to
satisfy the requirement, look at the Federal Poverty Guidelines. The sponsor’s
“household size” will include the number of individuals they are supporting plus
the number of dependent family members. For example, if the sponsor is married
with two kids and sponsoring an Afghan couple, the relevant household size
would be six (the sponsor, sponsor’s spouse, sponsor’s two children, and the two
Afghans). If the sponsor has already filed an I-134 or I-864 Affidavit of Support on
behalf of another non-citizen, the sponsor must add that person to the household
size as well.

○ If an employee of an organization cannot complete the Form I-134, a letter from
the organization committing to support the beneficiary may be included with the
parole application. It is best for the sponsor to be as specific as possible as to the
type and amount of resources it will commit to the beneficiary (ex. room and
board, $1,000 per month in living expenses).

○ Note to people with security clearances: Think carefully before sponsoring
someone you do not personally know well.

Optional Forms:

● Form G-1145, E-Notification of Application/Petition Acceptance (optional)
○ Complete and clip this form to the front of the application to receive a text

message or email notification when form I-131 has been accepted for review.
● Form I-912 Request for Fee Waiver (optional)

○ Type or print the word “EXPEDITE” in the top right corner of Form I-912 in black
ink. Provide a contact email and fax number (if available).

○ The fee waiver requires detailed explanation of why the beneficiary or preparer
cannot pay the fee, either because (1) they are receiving government assistance;
(2) they are at or below 150% of the poverty level for their household size; or (3)
they have a financial hardship. Provide evidence (ex. Bank account statements,
Affidavits as to financial hardship).

○ See USCIS Additional Information on Filing a Fee Waiver
● Form G-28 Notice of Entry of Appearance as Attorney or Accredited Representative

(optional). This form should be filed if the beneficiary wishes to have an attorney or
accredited representative. Note that USCIS may not release information related to a
parole request to anyone other than the preparer or beneficiary listed on Form I-131 or
the representative listed on Form G-28.

https://www.uscis.gov/g-1145
https://www.uscis.gov/i-912
https://www.uscis.gov/forms/filing-fees/additional-information-on-filing-a-fee-waiver
https://www.uscis.gov/g-28
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Updating the Application

● It is essential that the beneficiary notify USCIS of any changes to their contact
information.

● If the beneficiary can make private travel arrangements to a third country where there is
a U.S. embassy or consular services are available, notify USCIS immediately at
HumanitarianParole@uscis.dhs.gov.

Burden of Proof

● The petitioner bears the burden of proof to show that parole should be authorized based
on urgent humanitarian reasons for the beneficiary to be in the U.S.

● Generally, to receive humanitarian parole, a beneficiary must be at imminent risk of
serious harm based on specific threats targeting the beneficiary individually, or
sometimes based on the beneficiary’s membership in an at-risk group that has been
specifically targeted for harm. In the latter case, the evidence must show that members
of the group are at risk of imminent harm and also that the individual or group targeting
the at-risk group knows, or likely imminently will know, that the beneficiary is a member
of that group.1 Membership in an at-risk group alone is not sufficient for HP.

● Imminent serious harm, in the context of parole cases, means an immediate and present
threat of harm that could lead to serious psychological or physical injury or death.2

● If the urgent humanitarian reason is solely a claim of targeted harm, the application must
ordinarily include credible, third-party evidence of the threat.

● Interviews are rarely conducted for parole, so USCIS will need to rely on the information
in the file. Include only relevant evidence, but be as descriptive and detailed as possible.
Make sure the evidence is consistent.

Evidence To Include in the Humanitarian Parole Application:

● Evidence supporting the reason for the request for humanitarian parole, including the
urgency of the beneficiary’s situation and the need for immediate action or the
compelling reason for parole.

● Evidence corroborating the claimed, specific risk of harm facing the individual. This may
include:

○ Reports or other documentation from a credible, third-party source specifically
naming the beneficiary and outlining the serious harm they face and the
imminence of this harm. Credible third-party sources might include a U.S.
government agency, a reputable human rights organization, or a media source.

○ Sworn affidavits from the beneficiary or others attesting to the specific threats of
harm that the beneficiary or their family members have experienced.

2 USCIS International Operations Division, Humanitarian and Significant Public Benefit Parole, Draft for
Implementation March 8, 2017, at 59.

1 USCIS International Operations Division, Humanitarian and Significant Public Benefit Parole, Draft for
Implementation March 8, 2017, at 59.

mailto:HumanitarianParole@uscis.dhs.gov
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○ Evidence of a USCIS grant for a protection-based immigration benefit such as
asylum, refugee, or special immigrant status to an immediate family member or
same-sex partner of the beneficiary, and the family member or partner:

■ Is ineligible for derivative status, OR
■ The risk of serious harm is so imminent that they cannot wait for the

processing of their derivative application
○ Evidence of the severity and imminence of the harm the beneficiary fears

■ For example, USCIS will consider the beneficiary’s living conditions. For
example, USCIS will consider if the beneficiary needs to avoid going out
in public or move to different hiding locations in an attempt to avoid harm,
if the beneficiary lives in restrictive conditions that affect their ability to
meet their basic needs, and the impact on the beneficiary of living in a
restricted environment.

○ Evidence of a beneficiary’s particular vulnerabilities to harm (examples: affiliation
with human rights NGO, member of marginalized group, orphan, elderly, medical
condition, etc.)

■ Evidence of this vulnerability may include letters from established NGOs
or aid organizations on the ground, medical records, a national identity
card identifying a disability or other vulnerability, photographs, or a
doctor’s note from an aid organization.

○ Evidence of the lack of accessibility to relief mechanisms or protection measures
other than parole.

○ Evidence that relocation to another part of the beneficiary’s home country or a
neighboring country is not possible or will not prevent the harm.

● Evidence that the need for parole will be temporary. For example, if the beneficiary has a
likelihood of receiving an SIV or asylum, which would regularize immigration status and
end the need for parole, this can help their chances of success.

● Evidence that the beneficiary has exhausted alternative immigration processes for which
they might have been eligible, such as the SIV or P1/P2 process or USRAP, or
assistance from UNHCR.

○ The most common reason for rejection of humanitarian parole applications is that
the beneficiary did not show that they had exhausted alternative immigration
processes for which they might have been eligible, such as obtaining a
visa--absent urgent circumstances that made it impractical to do so. If the
beneficiary has not applied for another route of immigration, be sure to explain in
detail the compelling emergency that made them unable to do so.

○ Explain why the beneficiary cannot obtain a U.S. visa. If the beneficiary has
attempted to apply for one, include a description of when and where the attempts
were made. If the beneficiary has never applied for one, include a description of
why they never applied.

○ If the beneficiary has already applied for a SIV or P1/P2 or USRAP, explain the
status of the application. If the beneficiary is eligible and has attempted to apply
for these programs, include a description of when and where the attempts were
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made. If the beneficiary is eligible and has never applied for these programs,
include a description of why they never applied.

● Explanation for the length of the parole time requested.
○ USCIS will weigh negatively a lack of evidence that the purpose of the parole

request can reasonably be accomplished within a specific, temporary period of
time.

○ You can specify a requested parole length of any number of months, years, or
indefinite. Typical parole lengths are 1-2 years.

○ USCIS will also weigh negatively a failure to establish that the beneficiary would
leave the U.S. prior to expiration of parole or has the means to obtain lawful
immigration status in the U.S. during the parole authorization period.

● Evidence or assurances that the beneficiary will not stay in the U.S. beyond the duration
of the parole period.  Or, if the beneficiary plans to seek a pathway to regularize their
immigration status, explain how the beneficiary plans to do so.

○ Include a copy of any decision on any visa, immigrant visa, SIV, P1/P2, or related
application; and evidence of any pending petitions or applications.

○ If the beneficiary plans to seek asylum, USCIS will weigh whether the beneficiary
has a colorable asylum claim based on credible fear of persecution or torture on
the basis of race, religion, nationality, political opinion, or membership in a
particular social group. USCIS will also consider whether the beneficiary was
harmed in the past, who seeks to harm them, whether that person or entity has
the ability to carry out a threat, what kind of harm is feared, why do they seek to
harm the beneficiary, and whether the beneficiary can access help or protection
from government authorities in their country of origin. The application should
present evidence of a credible fear on these grounds.

● Proof of familial relationships in the U.S., if any, such as a birth certificate, marriage
certificate, or other legal document showing a relationship, or an Affidavit of Relationship
(AOR).

● Evidence that the beneficiary’s presence in the U.S. would benefit a U.S. Citizen, LPR,
or community

● Evidence of adequate financial support for the duration of the parole
● The national security and foreign policy reasons for admitting the beneficiary specifically,

or Afghan asylum-seekers more generally.
● Letters of support from U.S. family members, friends, outside experts, and U.S.

Congressional representatives can be included.
● A common reason for rejection is if the beneficiary committed a prior immigration

violation. such as overstaying a visa, or other criminal violation.  Any beneficiary who has
done so should provide an explanation.

● If the beneficiary is requesting HP for medical reasons in addition to targeted or
individualized harm, they must submit evidence from medical professionals that detail
the medical condition, the need for treatment, and that adequate treatment is not
available where the beneficiary is located. The beneficiary must also provide a statement
of who will provide and pay for their medical care, transportation, housing, food, and
other needs.
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If the Beneficiary is a Minor:

● If a minor beneficiary is traveling with one parent and the other will remain outside the
U.S., written authorization from the non-traveling parent for the minor to travel is
required. This must include permission from the non-traveling parent for the child to
accompany the traveling parent, the duration of authorized travel, and, if the parents of
the child are divorced or separated, proof showing that the traveling parent has been
awarded legal custody of the minor.

● If neither parent is traveling, written authorization is required from both parents for the
child to leave the country with an appointed guardian, to include the duration of travel
and proof of legal guardianship issued by a government authority.

● Where the parents’ consent cannot be obtained, include written explanation from the
petitioner or beneficiary explaining efforts to locate the parent, or the circumstances
surrounding their unavailability; and evidence of guardianship for the person who is
accompanying the child on travel or receiving the child once he or she arrives.

Where to Make Requests for Humanitarian Parole

As of this writing, the U.S. does not have an embassy in Kabul.

For U.S. Postal Service (USPS) Deliveries

USCIS
P.O. Box 660865
Dallas, TX 75266

For Express Mail and Courier Deliveries

USCIS
Attn: HP (Box 660865)
2501 S. State Hwy 121, Business Suite 400
Lewisville, TX 75067

For Afghans Who Can Reach a Third Country

● Afghans can apply for humanitarian parole at a U.S. embassy or consulate in third
countries.

● Afghan citizens are eligible for e-visas to Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, and Kyrgyzstan, and
may enter the following countries without a visa: Antigua and Barbuda (e-visa), Benin
(e-visa), Cape Verde (visa on arrival—3 months), Comoros (visa on arrival—45 days),
Dominica (visa-free entry—21 days), Ethiopia (e-visa—90 days), Maldives (visa on
arrival—30 days), Qatar (e-visa). As of this writing, Afghans may also be able to travel to
Albania without a visa.
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● Afghans cannot apply for Humanitarian Parole in Iran.
● Check embassy and consular websites carefully-- many require an appointment or have

restricted access due to COVID-19.

After the Application is Filed:

● As soon as the case number is received from the USCIS lockbox (ex: by e-mail in
response to the G-1145 or from the back of the check), the petitioner, beneficiary, or
attorney of record should call the USCIS Customer Service line to justify the expedite
request. (USCIS Tel. No.: 1-800-375-5283). The caller may need to explain why the
expedite was needed and why the beneficiary did not file for asylum or refugee status.
Respond in detail by saying things like: “They weren’t afraid to live in Kabul until the
Taliban recently attacked and took over the city.” “The USCIS does not allow people to
apply for asylum if they are outside the United States.” “It is not possible to apply for
refugee status in Afghanistan while the embassy is closed.”

○ USCIS may only be allowed to approve three expedite requests in one call.
● The sponsor, preparer, and/or U.S.-based family members of the beneficiary should

contact their local and state elected officials, sending them the completed humanitarian
parole application and asking the officials to urge the Department of Homeland Security
to take immediate action.

● The sponsor, preparer, and/or U.S.-based family members of the beneficiary should also
contact the Afghanistan Task Force at the State Department (actf@state.gov) including:
a brief explanation of why the family member is at risk; the number of family members
total; a copy of the Afghan passports/national ID cards; an email and mobile number in
Afghanistan.

If The Application Succeeds

● If the application is successful, USCIS will send a conditional approval of parole letter to
the beneficiary or preparer who filled out form I-131. As of this writing, the U.S. Embassy
in Kabul is closed and all normal consular services in Afghanistan have been suspended
until further notice. The U.S. government will contact the beneficiary with further
instructions. The US government is working to assist individuals residing in Afghanistan
to depart the country if USCIS has conditionally approved their application for
humanitarian parole. Circumstances on the ground are changing rapidly. Parole
beneficiaries may experience delays in processing their cases and may need to arrange
travel to a U.S. embassy outside of Afghanistan to continue processing their parole
request.

● As soon as they receive conditional approval, the beneficiary must complete a Form
DS-160, Application for a Nonimmigrant Visa, and include their best local contact
information. Instructions for completing the DS-160 are included in the conditional
approval letter. The DS-160 filing fee is waived for HP beneficiariaries. After receiving it,

https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/us-visas/visa-information-resources/forms/ds-160-online-nonimmigrant-visa-application.html
https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/us-visas/visa-information-resources/forms/ds-160-online-nonimmigrant-visa-application.html
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the State Department will contact the beneficiary with further instructions. The
beneficiary should only trust information from a verified source.

● If the beneficiary is outside of Afghanistan, they may be asked to report to a U.S.
embassy to verify their identity and complete additional screening before receiving a
travel document for the U.S. Biometric screening will be conducted to anyone over the
age of 14.

● Provided that USCIS discovers no new information that would impact eligibility for
parole, a travel document will be issued for the beneficiary.

● The beneficiary must travel to the United States within thirty (30) days of the date the
travel document is issued. If they are unable to travel due to extenuating circumstances,
the travel document may be reissued, if needed.

After Arrival in the U.S.

● Upon arrival in the U.S., the beneficiary must present the travel document to the
Customs and Border Protection (CBP) Officer at the port-of-entry. CBP generally will
approve the entry to the U.S. and will issue an electronic I-94, Arrival/Departure Record,
for the period of parole approved.

● The I-94 is proof of the beneficiary’s entry as a parolee and will specify the duration of
the parole and provide additional instructions.

● The parolee may request employment authorization under category (c)(11) after being
paroled into the U.S. by filing Form I-765, Application for Employment Authorization

Sources

USCIS Program for Afghan Nationals Seeking Humanitarian Parole:
https://www.uscis.gov/humanitarian/humanitarian-parole/information-for-afghan-nationals-on-par
ole-into-the-united-states

Information on sponsorship by groups of individuals, organizations, and self-sponsorship:
https://www.uscis.gov/humanitarian/humanitarian-or-significant-public-benefit-parole-for-individu
als-outside-the-united-states

More information on what types of evidence to submit for parole requests:
https://www.uscis.gov/humanitarian/humanitarian-parole/guidance-on-evidence-for-certain-types
-of-humanitarian-or-significant-public-benefit-parole-requests

IRAP information on applying for humanitarian parole:
https://support.iraplegalinfo.org/hc/en-us/articles/360057037651-How-do-I-apply-for-humanitaria
n-parole-in-the-U-S-

https://www.uscis.gov/i-765
https://www.uscis.gov/humanitarian/humanitarian-parole/information-for-afghan-nationals-on-parole-into-the-united-states
https://www.uscis.gov/humanitarian/humanitarian-parole/information-for-afghan-nationals-on-parole-into-the-united-states
https://www.uscis.gov/humanitarian/humanitarian-parole/information-for-afghan-nationals-on-parole-into-the-united-states
https://www.uscis.gov/humanitarian/humanitarian-or-significant-public-benefit-parole-for-individuals-outside-the-united-states
https://www.uscis.gov/humanitarian/humanitarian-or-significant-public-benefit-parole-for-individuals-outside-the-united-states
https://www.uscis.gov/humanitarian/humanitarian-or-significant-public-benefit-parole-for-individuals-outside-the-united-states
https://www.uscis.gov/humanitarian/humanitarian-parole/guidance-on-evidence-for-certain-types-of-humanitarian-or-significant-public-benefit-parole-requests
https://www.uscis.gov/humanitarian/humanitarian-parole/guidance-on-evidence-for-certain-types-of-humanitarian-or-significant-public-benefit-parole-requests
https://www.uscis.gov/humanitarian/humanitarian-parole/guidance-on-evidence-for-certain-types-of-humanitarian-or-significant-public-benefit-parole-requests
https://support.iraplegalinfo.org/hc/en-us/articles/360057037651-How-do-I-apply-for-humanitarian-parole-in-the-U-S-
https://support.iraplegalinfo.org/hc/en-us/articles/360057037651-How-do-I-apply-for-humanitarian-parole-in-the-U-S-
https://support.iraplegalinfo.org/hc/en-us/articles/360057037651-How-do-I-apply-for-humanitarian-parole-in-the-U-S-
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USCIS International Operations Division, International Operations Officer Training Course:
Humanitarian and Significant Benefit Parole, Draft for Implementation March 8, 2017:
https://refugeerights.org/wp-content/uploads/imported-files/HP-FOIA-min.pdf

USCIS Form-Filing Tips:
https://www.uscis.gov/forms/filing-guidance/form-filing-tips

Blanca A. Owen (Immigration Attorney at LASROC), Powerpoint Presentation, “How to Apply for
Humanitarian Parole in the U.S. for Qualifying Afghans,” presented at the New York Office For
New Americans,
https://www.keepingourpromise.org/uploads/1/2/9/0/129027670/lasroc_powerpoint_-_humanitari
an_parole.pdf

Afghanistan Diaspora for Equality and Progress, “Afghanistan--Humanitarian Parole,” (includes
training video)
https://adeprogress.org/resources/afghanistan-humanitarian-parole/

8 U.S.C. § 1182(d)(5)(A) (humanitarian parole statute)

8 C.F.R. § 106.2(a)(7) (fees for humanitarian parole applications)

Testimony of Joseph Langlois, Associate Director, Refugee, Asylum and International
Operations, U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services, in U.S. Congress, Senate Committee on
the Judiciary, Subcommittee on Immigration and the National Interest, Hearing, Eroding the Law
and Diverting Taxpayer Resources: An Examination of the Administration's Central American
Minors Refugee/Parole Program, 114th Cong., 1st Sess., Apr. 2015.

For Further Assistance:

List of Free Immigration Legal Service Providers in the U.S.:
https://www.immigrationadvocates.org/legaldirectory/

List of Private Immigration Attorneys in the U.S.: https://www.ailalawyer.com/

International Refugee Assistance Project’s Legal Resources for Afghans document:
https://refugeerights.org/news-resources/legal-resources-for-afghans

https://refugeerights.org/wp-content/uploads/imported-files/HP-FOIA-min.pdf
https://refugeerights.org/wp-content/uploads/imported-files/HP-FOIA-min.pdf
https://www.uscis.gov/forms/filing-guidance/form-filing-tips
https://www.keepingourpromise.org/uploads/1/2/9/0/129027670/lasroc_powerpoint_-_humanitarian_parole.pdf
https://www.keepingourpromise.org/uploads/1/2/9/0/129027670/lasroc_powerpoint_-_humanitarian_parole.pdf
https://adeprogress.org/resources/afghanistan-humanitarian-parole/
https://www.immigrationadvocates.org/legaldirectory/
https://www.ailalawyer.com/
https://refugeerights.org/news-resources/legal-resources-for-afghans
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Appendix A: Sample Language Translation Certificate

Sample Dari – English translation certificate.

(This template can be adapted for other languages by substituting the other language for “Dari.”)

________________________________________________________________________

I, ____________ am competent to translate from Dari to English, and certify that the above translation
of the (describe document) is true and accurate to the best of my abilities.

_________________________________ ______________________________

Signature of Translator Printed Name of Translator

________________________________________________________________________

Address of Translator

_________________________________

Translator’s phone number

--------
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Appendix B: Sample Articles to Include as Supporting Evidence

Note: These articles provide a starting point only. Additional evidence to show that the specific
beneficiary is at imminent risk of serious harm based must be included with the application, as
discussed above. The more specific, the better.

Some examples of the types of articles you may want to include as supporting evidence to the
application:

● Documentation that U.S. Embassy has closed: https://af.usembassy.gov/visas/
● Taliban’s danger to Hazaras:

https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2021/08/afghanistan-taliban-responsible-for-b
rutal-massacre-of-hazara-men-new-investigation/

● Taliban Blacklists:
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/taliban-carrying-out-door-door-manhunt-afghan
s-blacklist-report-says-n1277231 /
https://apnews.com/article/europe-race-and-ethnicity-taliban-e51255ff3d954e8f95bea4
dc1c209b32

● Risks to Women:
https://www.cnn.com/2021/08/17/asia/afghanistan-women-taliban-intl-hnk-dst/index.ht
ml / https://time.com/6091712/aghanistan-women-loss/ /
https://www.reuters.com/world/asia-pacific/afghan-women-bankers-forced-roles-taliban
-takes-control-2021-08-13/

● Risks to Journalists:
https://www.hrw.org/news/2021/04/01/afghanistan-taliban-target-journalists-women-m
edia#

● Reports of Students Unable to Attend School:
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2021/08/10/afghanistan-girls-education/

● Intolerance of Free Speech:
https://apnews.com/article/afghanistan-taliban-protest-kabul-jalalabad-61e4bfcc8027e3
952ee85c448773299b

● Country conditions reports from reputable think tanks or NGOs.  These alone will be
insufficient to prove credible threat of harm.

https://af.usembassy.gov/visas/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2021/08/afghanistan-taliban-responsible-for-brutal-massacre-of-hazara-men-new-investigation/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2021/08/afghanistan-taliban-responsible-for-brutal-massacre-of-hazara-men-new-investigation/
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/taliban-carrying-out-door-door-manhunt-afghans-blacklist-report-says-n1277231
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/taliban-carrying-out-door-door-manhunt-afghans-blacklist-report-says-n1277231
https://apnews.com/article/europe-race-and-ethnicity-taliban-e51255ff3d954e8f95bea4dc1c209b32
https://apnews.com/article/europe-race-and-ethnicity-taliban-e51255ff3d954e8f95bea4dc1c209b32
https://www.cnn.com/2021/08/17/asia/afghanistan-women-taliban-intl-hnk-dst/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2021/08/17/asia/afghanistan-women-taliban-intl-hnk-dst/index.html
https://time.com/6091712/aghanistan-women-loss/
https://www.reuters.com/world/asia-pacific/afghan-women-bankers-forced-roles-taliban-takes-control-2021-08-13/
https://www.reuters.com/world/asia-pacific/afghan-women-bankers-forced-roles-taliban-takes-control-2021-08-13/
https://www.hrw.org/news/2021/04/01/afghanistan-taliban-target-journalists-women-media#
https://www.hrw.org/news/2021/04/01/afghanistan-taliban-target-journalists-women-media#
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2021/08/10/afghanistan-girls-education/
https://apnews.com/article/afghanistan-taliban-protest-kabul-jalalabad-61e4bfcc8027e3952ee85c448773299b
https://apnews.com/article/afghanistan-taliban-protest-kabul-jalalabad-61e4bfcc8027e3952ee85c448773299b
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Appendix C: Digital Hygiene for Beneficiaries

Beneficiaries are advised to scrub their phones and digital accounts of potentially dangerous
information to protect their identity from the Taliban.

Information from Human Rights First:

How to Protect your Online Identity

How to Delete Your Digital History

https://www.humanrightsfirst.org/resource/steps-protect-your-online-identity-taliban-digital-history-and-evading-biometrics-abuses
https://www.humanrightsfirst.org/sites/default/files/How%20to%20delete%20your%20history_updated.pdf

